
ARRIVE SAFE
¿Who we are?



Content

Arrive Safe proposes 
a cultural change 
through RESPECT, 
EDUCATION and 

HARMONY 

Creates social 
empathy though a 

healthy coexistence 
between car drivers, 
moto riders, cyclist, 
pedestrians and all 

the society

WHAT IS IT? OBJECTIVE BENEFITS



Arrive Save is to live 
together and move 

with a smile. 
!

 Arrive safe and 
happy! 

VIAL EDUCATION

POSITIVE THOUGTS

RESPECT

HARMONY

WARMTH

COOL



CULTURE 

It is necessary to solve the punctual 
necessities of the citizens and social 

groups on any city roads; nowadays we 
live together in different spaces and 

transport methods to move to any destiny. 

RESPECT 

It is fundamental to have respect for 
spaces and moments to have a healthy 

coexistence between car drivers, 
pedestrians, moto riders and authorities. 

Using the generic phrase “Arrive Safe” 
means mutual respect. 

HARMONY 

Is not just about arriving safely, it’s about 
moving forward in harmony and to arrive 

with a smile to any destiny. 

EDUCATION 

This campaign is designed to be 
communicated and shared to all citizens, 
industries and also to all the institutions and 
education systems around the country. 

SECURITY 

Sharing the spaces and roads in harmony, 
creates a coexistence based on respect and 
also creates self-security which is shared 
with others; family, friends, mates, 
colleagues and authorities.    

INTEGRAL 

“Arrive Safe” will be endorsed by authorities 
and public and private companies which 
are joining this social cause that can 
decrease accidents and tragedies rates. 
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Twitter 
Followers (since May 2015): 395 
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Facebook 
Organic reach: 1,5K 
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Yankel Stevan 
Actor

Mariana 
Echeverría 

TV Host

Marco Fabián 
Soccer Player

Sefo Vilalta 
Race car driver

Teo Martin 
Race car driver

Emilio de Villota 
Race car driver
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Alfonso Oros 
Race car driver

Romina Re 
Race car Driver

Polo Rojas 
Singer

Dioni González 
Journalist

Diego Ortega 
Race car driver

Gerardo Quiroz 
Producer

Pierre Angelo 
Actor

Richie Escalante 
Motorcycle Racer



BENEFITS

(1)   

(2)   
ADVISING BRANDING CONTENT

Advising to create a media plan 
according to your brand necessities

To tie in your brand with social 
responsibilities community service 
issues. Positioning as a company 

with good actions towards the 
society 

Distribution on media content with 
brand presence in social network, 

media and other spaces the 
campaign could be present. 



BENEFITS

(1)   

(2)   
Coverage of the Sefo Vilalta´s 

project in Formula 3. Emphasizing 
in all media with the social 

responsibility initiative “Lllega 
Bien” pushed by himself. 

. 

Networking in social events in 
which the campaign is involved 
and with companies that have 

joined the project. 


